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A (NOT SO) NEW PERSPECTIVE
ON HOW TO RESPOND
TO HUTZPAH IN STUDENTS
AND IN SIGNIFICANT OTHERS
Disciplinary Infractions Today are More Severe
than They Used to Be
“During most of its twenty-two year existence, the Annual Gallup
Poll of the Public’s Attitudes Toward the Public Schools has identified
‘lack of discipline’ as the most serious problem facing the nation’s
educational system.”1 In the 1950s and 1960s, the top disciplinary
problems reported in Congressional Quarterly were: gum, noise, dress
code, littering and running in the halls. By sharp contrast, in the 1990s
the same Congressional Quarterly reported the top disciplinary problems as: drugs, alcohol, pregnancy, suicide, rape, robbery and assault.
Assaults on teachers were reported as up 700% since 1978.2 “The
shocking and tragic violence that has played out in our nation’s schools
in the last two years has elevated the status of school discipline from an
issue of perennial concern to one of national urgency.”3 Indeed, one
public school educator teaching in Philadelphia’s inner city school
system recently reported that the high school students in her district
agreed to abide by three basic rules: 1) no throwing desks; 2) no
stabbing; and 3) no beating up on teachers [sic!].4 Another educational
theorist, researcher and practitioner writes: “The normal culture of
adolescence today contains elements that are so nasty that it becomes
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hard for parents (and professionals) to distinguish between what in a
teenager’s talk, dress, taste in music, films and videogames indicates
psychological trouble and what is simply a sign of the times.”5
Although these quotes depict conditions which prevail in some
public schools, today’s yeshivot are seen by many as far from “hutzpahfree zones.” Many Jewish educators and parents complain of excessive
disciplinary infractions, including instances of disrespect and intolerable hutzpah. One writer states: “The fact is, most graduates [of Jewish
schools in Israel and in the Diaspora] may achieve academic success
and competence in basic knowledge and skills, but many still remain
seriously lacking in moral maturity, both in universal ethics and Jewish
values. Indeed, both formal and informal observations of Diaspora
Jewish schools have revealed significant evidence of cheating, plagiarizing, and lying throughout the high school years.6 Israeli schools fare no
better. Disrespectful language and disruptive behavior towards teachers,
administrators and peers are commonplace [the italics are mine]. Overall,
there are manifestations of social insensitivity, intolerance of differences, and immature moral judgment.”7
These quotes indicate that Jewish educators are grappling with the
negative impact which the prevailing culture appears to have had on
students enrolled in yeshivot. This culture, as is clearly reflected in
current-day newspapers, magazines, periodicals, radio, television and
other mass communication media, patently reflects a general absence of
respect for such formerly highly regarded authority figures as parents,
teachers, rebbeim, principals, rabbis, clergymen, policemen, physicians,
elected officials, civic and political leaders — including, and perhaps
especially, heads of state. Small wonder, then, that programs such as
“Project Derech”, “Apples of Gold”, “Seven Steps to Mentschhood”, “In
Their Footsteps”, “Ba’Sha’ar”, “Pirchei Shoshanim,” etc., designed to
inculcate middot tovot, have been acquired by, and supposedly implemented in, many Jewish day schools today,8 despite the dearth of
reliable research data regarding the efficacy of such programs and their
long-term positive impact on students.9 Indeed, one comprehensive
synthesizer of the extant research on classroom and school wide discipline writes: “Many educational program developers have responded to
the prevalence of school discipline problems by preparing and marketing packaged programs which purport to bring about reductions in
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misconduct and consequent increases in school order. Research on the
effectiveness of these programs is not plentiful, much of it is technically
flawed, and, unfortunately, findings are generally inconclusive.”10
Other writers, commenting upon prevailing conditions in the public school sector, lament: “Ill-equipped to handle the challenges of
disruptive classroom behavior, inexperienced teachers may increasingly adopt an authoritarian approach to management and engage
students in power struggles that serve only to escalate disruption...Faced
with disruptive and aggressive behavior, a typical response has been the
punishment and exclusion of students exhibiting challenging
behavior...The gap between research and practice has been a continuing
issue in the professional literature. That gap appears to be especially
acute in the areas of school discipline and behavior, leaving schools
with insufficient resources to cope with current serious problems of
disruption and violence.”11 Both experienced and inexperienced Jewish
educators, challenged to react effectively to blatant displays of disrespect and hutzpah when they surface in their classrooms and schools,
may tend to respond in a manner similar to that of their public school
counterparts.
Hazal depict the generation in which the scion of David will come
as follows:

'ohrgb hbpn usngh ohbezu 'ohbez hbp ubhckh ohrgb 'uc tc sus ica rus :htruvb r"t
12
/wudu uhctn auch tk ic 'u,hc habt aht hchut 'v,unjc vkf 'vntc vne ,c
Rabbi Nehorai said: [In] the generation in which the son of
David comes, youngsters will humiliate (lit., whiten the face of)
elders and elders will rise in the presence of youngsters; a
daughter will rise up against her mother, daughter-in-law against
mother-in-law; a man’s enemies will be of his own householders; a son will have no shame before his father, etc.
Many would find this depiction descriptive of today’s generation.
Is there a better way to deal with the hutzpah which we seem all too
often to encounter? Do Hazal offer guidance as to how to respond to
these ills? Answers to these questions are proposed herewith.

A (not so) Novel Perspective on how to handle hutzpah
In order to help close the gap between uninformed vs. researchinformed school and classroom practice some present-day education-
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ists propose a seemingly novel perspective on how to react to the
flagrant disregard for elders and peers which today’s students manifest.
For example, Mendler proposes, in what appears to be a neoteric
perspective, that we see our challenging students as having something to
teach us.
He writes:
Mr. Smith was an exceptional high school teacher who was
almost universally loved by his students. Paul was a student
who finds a way to turn off virtually every adult he meets. As
hard as Mr. Smith tried to connect with him, Paul pushed him
away by saying and doing offensive things. Nearing exasperation, Mr. Smith approached him and said:
“Paul, I know God put you in my class to make me a better
teacher and a more patient person. He is reminding me that I
still have a way to go in order to be successful in teaching all my
students. Hard as I have tried to figure what to say or do that
would make you believe that you are a capable student who can
achieve great things, it seems that I have so far not succeeded in
getting through to you. Are there times that you have done all
you know and you don’t get the results you want? Have there
been people in your life that seem impossible to please no
matter how hard you try? What is that like for you? And what
do you do when you are faced with this?”
Mr. Smith was able to put aside his personal feelings and, as a
teacher, realize that maybe Paul had something to teach him.
Most ‘challenging’ students provide us with opportunities to
learn and practice lessons of patience, compassion and tolerance.
It is hard for students to stay disconnected when caring, persistent adults reach out to them in ways that convey an eagerness
to learn.13
Along similar lines, Marzano posits that “...an appropriate mental set
for classroom management is ‘emotional objectivity’...carrying out the
various aspects of classroom management without becoming emotionally
involved regarding the outcomes — without personalizing the actions of
students. This is very difficult to do because the normal human reaction
to student disobedience or lack of response is to feel hurt or even angry.
Such high-arousal emotional states do not provide a good basis on
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which to implement rules, execute disciplinary actions or establish
relationships.”14
Similarly, Covey, in a recurrent theme which forms the essential
basis of his writings and teachings, speaks about the pause between
stimulus and response. In this case, the student’s disrespectful actions
or words are the stimulus and how the teacher reacts to them is the
response. Covey speaks of three sentences which he had read in a book
by holocaust survivor Viktor Frankl that “...staggered me to the core:
Between stimulus and response there is a space. In that space lies our
freedom and power to choose our own response. In those choices lie our
growth and our happiness.”15 In that pause between stimulus and response, if the teacher were to “Seek First to Understand; Then to be
Understood” (Covey’s Habit number 5 of his famous “Seven Habits of
Highly Effective People”16 ) the outcome might tend to be less confrontational. It might actually be more productive and more promising in its
potential for anticipated positive results to emerge from the interaction.
Mendler’s, Marzano’s and Covey’s approaches seem to be echoed in
the recommendations promulgated by the New Jersey State Bar Foundation in a poster which it distributes entitled “Win ! Win ! Six Steps to
Resolve Conflicts”. These are:
1. Take time to cool off.
2. Use “I” Messages to state feelings. No Blaming. No Name
Calling. No Interrupting.
3. Each person states the problem as the other person sees it.
4. Each person says how they are responsible for the problem.
5. Brainstorm solutions together – choose a solution that
satisfies both.
6. Affirm, forgive, or thank each other.17

The seemingly neoteric perspective
on how to handle hutzpah may not be so novel after all
Teachers who can muster the emotional stamina to respond to
hutzpah by summoning up within themselves the novel perspectives
suggested by Covey, Marzano and Mendler above, are certainly to be
admired. It is hoped that they will be amply rewarded for doing so by
experiencing enhanced student/teacher relationships and more meaningfully effective classroom discipline. The likelihood of students’ emulation of their model behavior is a potential positive “side effect” as
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well. But are the “neoteric” perspectives as novel as they might seem at
first glance to be ?
Consider this Mishnah:
18

/lkaf lhkg chcj lshnk, sucf hvh :rnut guna ic rzgkt hcr

Rabbi El’azar ben Shamua says: The dignity of your disciple should
be as dear to you as your own.
Consider also the Rambam’s ruling, based upon this Mishnah:

'icreku uhshnk, ,t scfk lhrm crv lf crv sucfc ihchhj ohshnk,a oaf
19
/lkaf lhkg chcj lshnk, sucf hvh :ohnfj urnt lf
Just as the disciples are obliged to respect their master, so too
should the master respect his disciples and draw them near; so
said the Sages: The dignity of your disciple should be as dear to
you as your own.20
Consider as well Hazal’s teaching:

ihjnau vcvtn ihaug 'ihchan ibhtu i,prj ihgnua 'ihckug ibhtu ihckgbv :thb,
21
/u,rcdc anav ,tmf uhcvutu" (tk:v ohypua) rnut cu,fv ivhkg - ihruxhc
Sages taught (in a beraita): Those who are insulted but do not
insult, who hear their degradation and do not respond, those
who do [mitzvot] out of love and are joyful in their afflictions
— of them Scripture says (Judges 5:31) “...those who love Him
are like the rising of the sun in its power.”
This clearly foreshadows Covey’s pause between stimulus and
response, cited above.
But especially consider this comment of the Tiferet Yisrael:

'(ym:yhe ohkv,) rntba 'ost kfn snukv 'ofj uvzht:rnut tnuz ic
22
"/h,kfav hsnkn kfn"
Ben Zoma says: Who is wise ? He who learns from all men; as it
is written (Psalms 113:99): “I have been enlightened by all my
teachers.”
The Tiferet Yisrael writes ad locum [Boaz]:

kfavc ov ota 'uhbhhbg kf kg cyhv ibuc,ha 'ubnn snkh adpha ost kfca///
uhrcsc iurxju ,ukfx tyj tmnh otu /ubnn osnkhu ovka hub kg vn,h 'rxuncu
rnabu rvzb whvhu 'if vaugv xtnbu vzcnb lht vtrh 'uhagn ut uhauckn 'uh,ugub,u
',ukkuzu ',ubmne 'vutdu 'xgf 'vbufb vsn kfc ifu /uvunf ,uagkn unmgk
/vnusfu ',ukmgu' ,urfau
...He should learn from every person he meets by studying
carefully everything about him. If the person’s bearing and
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deeds are sensible and proper he should marvel at their beauty
and learn them from him. And if he finds shortcomings in the
words and gestures of the person he meets, or in his attire or
deeds, he should see how base and despicable one who does so
is. As a result he should be heedful to avoid doing as that person
does. So too with all personal attributes: anger, arrogance,
stinginess, gluttony, drunkenness, laziness and the like.
He continues:

tk ot 'unmg kg cyhv ibuc,h 'vn rcsc uvjcahu 'ucvutc ost adphaf f"fu
/uk hutr tuvv jcav whvha kng,hu 'uc ihta rcsc ujcak ucvut uc vgyh
And similarly when a person meets up with one who loves him,
who compliments him on something, he should reflect well
about himself [to see] whether his admirer has not made a
mistake in praising him for a virtue which he does not actually
possess. He should take pains to make himself worthy of the
compliment which he had received.
This foreshadows Mendler’s description of Mr. Smith’s forbearance,
cited above.

/ukuec ohrhu upsdnu uprjna utbua hrcs kg jhdavk khfanvk uk ah r,uhc obnt
urntha kusdu iye ;usd kf kg yea jurc cyhv chaevk ,xfrptf ubzt vagh zt
/ohbntbv ohjhfunv ukt uk
But most of all, the intelligent person should pay careful heed to
the words of his enemy when he degrades and denigrates him
and raises his voice.23 Then should he cup his ears to listen
carefully with a tranquil spirit to each insult, great or small,
which such trustworthy reproaches express.
This comment clearly foreshadows Marzano’s mental set concept of
“emotional objectivity”, cited above.

vxf, ubhgap kf kg ubka ohchutv hf /ubcvutn r,uh ubhchut ubk uchyhh vzc///
'ohkusdf utrh ohbyev ubh,ubur,hu 'ohbyef utrh ohkusd ubh,uburxj /o,cvt
ubahh z"hgu /ubk o,ushsh ihhn rfuan o,ubbuc,vu 'vcvtv rutn vvf obhg hf
/ubnmg ,t ohkavk ub,uks,av ovhfrc kg
In this respect, our enemies are better to us than our admirers.
For our admirers’ love for us covers up all our sins. Therefore
our major shortcomings appear to them to be minor, while our
minor virtues appear to them to be major, because their eye is
dimmed by the glare of their love for us and their contempla-
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tion of us is intoxicated with the wine of their close friendship
with us. As a result, they put to sleep in their laps our striving to
perfect ourselves.

ubh,uburxj kfu 'ovhp kg ,hz vkg ujeh tk 'ohbntbv ohsnknv ov ubhtbua vkt okut
'lchcx ,unu ohmj ohehz vruhv rn chut 'hjt ladph hf ifk /ukkn rurc o,pac
,ubbuc,vv thrkepxt xgfv ibgc rfg,h tk ignk 'ung yyue,, tk 'arjv
kct /lc ibhta ohrcs vnf lk rnth ',nt iv 'uhrcsk vph caevu 'gna /lkmt
lh,uhnhbpc rnt,u 'v,t apb kgc ot rat ohbhhbg if od gna, 'uhrcsk ,ubhcn
/uvkhsdh lh,uburxjca vbye vsueb kf hf otu /hc ubah iurxjv vz 'uhrcs uesm vzc
/lhkgn urhxvk kng,, 'uvugsh rcf ,uhrcva lht gs,a hsf 'vz kg jna,
These enemies of ours, however, are our trustworthy teachers; they
don’t take the olive leaf to their beaks. Rather, they articulate all
of our faults clearly with their lips. Therefore, my brother, if you
encounter a bitter enemy shooting lightning bolts and spewing
death all around you, hush; do not quarrel with him so that the
clarity of the mirror of your reflection will not be clouded by
your angered response. Listen, and attend well to his words.
True, he will attribute some things to you which are not really
so. But, mixed in with words you will also hear things about
which, if you are a sensitive person, you will say to your inner
self: ‘in this respect his words were justified; I do indeed have
this shortcoming.’ And even though he magnifies every minor
point of your shortcomings under a microscope, be happy
about this, so that you may become aware of the faults which
others already know and put forth the effort which is required
in order to eliminate them.

'o,ut vbgt tk 'ovhpusdc ohnhgrn "ohgrn hkg ohnec" ///euxpv h,arhp vzcu
/ohkusdv ohsnknv vkt kuek vph "hbzt vbgna," er kct
And with this [insight] I explained the verse (Psalms 92:12):
‘As for those who rise up against me’ thundering with their
affronts, I will not answer them, but rather will only ‘let my ears
listen’ (ibid.) attentively to the voice of these great teachers.
Despite the fact that the Tiferet Yisrael’s comments are presented in a
sermonic tone and expressed with pontification,24 the thoughts expressed contain truths which validate the thinking of some contemporary educational researchers, theorists and practitioners cited earlier in
this article. True, when the Tiferet Yisrael wrote about how to respond to
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insolence he probably did not have insolent students in mind because
respect for authority was much more common in his day than it is now.
Nonetheless, the thoughts presented seem readily applicable from how
to respond to the adult vilifiers of the Tiferet Yisrael’s day to how to
respond to the juvenile insolence which we sometimes experience in
yeshivot today.
In still another striking foretoken of the contemporary psychological theories and practices of Carl Rogers25 , Haim Ginott (Carl Rogers’
disciple and popularizer)26 , Adele Faber and Elaine Mazlish (Haim
Ginott’s disciples and popularizers)27 , the Tiferet Yisrael writes in his
comments on Avot 4:18:

u,na vgac ubnjb, ktu ['uxgf ,gac lrcj ,t vmr, kt :rnut rzgkt ic iugna hcr]
uk kta, ktu /r,uh rgymh urgmc rgymn ost ihta vtrhaf vcrsts 'uhbhpk kyn
,urguc ,ucajn hbhn ws tb,v rfzu /u,keke ,gac u,utrk ks,a, ktu 'ursb ,gac
ost oua vtrhaf'rcs kfc v"vu /vauc 'trun 'kct 'xgf - (t"kc gyegppt) ohshpkf
/ehzh od tkt khguh tka hs tks 'vsdb ojkh tk 'vc zujt
Do not console a person when his close relative lies dead before
him, because, quite the contrary to what we might think, when
the grief-stricken mourner sees that the one who is attempting
to console him has not joined him in his grief, he will grieve all
the more...The tanna of the Mishnahh mentions four mind
states which burn like torches (emotions, or affekte, in German)
– rage, grief, fear and humiliation. And the same applies to all
similar matters; namely, that when one sees a person in the
grips of a strong emotion, the observer should not fight it, for,
not only will it not help; it will even hurt.
Clearly, the Tiferet Yisrael here proposes the interventions of validation and emotional joining proposed by Rogers and his disciples, foreshadowing Marzano’s assertion cited above; namely that “Such
high-arousal emotional states do not provide a good basis on which to
implement rules, execute disciplinary actions or establish relationships.”28 Indeed, if we go along with the Tiferet Yisrael’s interpretation
of the Mishnah, it is not he who is the proponent of the theory and
practice presented, but rather the Sages of the Mishnah themselves,
whose tradition goes back to the revelation at Sinai. (Although the
Tiferet Yisrael was talking about adults relating to other adults, the
applicability of his words in today’s hierarchy-free society to teachers
addressing students may be perceived as credible.)
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And so, the seemingly novel approaches to responding to hutzpah
presented above in the name of Mendler, Marzano, Covey, Rogers,
Ginott, Faber and Mazlish may not be so novel after all, since they are
presaged by Torah sources. This foreshadowing in no way detracts from
the validity of the “novel” ideas; it merely serves to lend credibility to
the worthiness of what these ideas propose. Difficult to implement, yes;
but promising nonetheless.
Thus one teacher dealt with a particularly challenging student by
sitting down with him and saying, “You know what? I really like you.
You can keep doing this stuff and it’s not going to change my mind. It
seems to me that you are trying to get me to dislike you, but it’s not
going to work. I’m not ever going to do that.”29
Still another teacher, who wishes to remain anonymous, reports30 :
I was appointed to serve as the eighth grade music teacher in
the middle of last year. In my first instructional period, I explained what I expected of my students. Among the things
I said, I told them that they don’t have to be the greatest
musicians in the world to get a good grade in my class. All they
have to do is show up on time, dress properly for events and
follow my directions. I made it clear that music instruction time
is not a free period and that students can’t merely come in and
do whatever they wish. That first day, after the introduction, I
asked them to do some warm up exercises with their instruments. However, one student didn’t seem to care so much about
what I said. He didn’t do what I asked. I took him aside and said
that I don’t want to get into an argument with him but that I
expected him to comply with my directives. The student then
turned to me and said: “Ms. Levy, you are just a music teacher
and nobody cares what you say.” Needless to say I was shocked.
I had a sad smile on my face, and I just walked away. In the next
few classes, the tension was palpable between us. The student
did what I asked but not in the best way possible. I chose the
path of benign neglect so as to avoid a confrontation, hoping
that time would heal the relationship. My opportunity came
when my students were preparing for a recital at parent-teacher
conference night. I noticed that many of my recalcitrant student’s
friends were among the performers. I came over to him and
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asked whether he would like to give a brief introductory explanation to the parent audience of the musical selections to be
played. He was very excited and accepted my offer. Since then,
he did all I asked in class, became one of my best student
musicians and my good friend. Apparently my sad smile and my
patient, understanding demeanor were successful in accomplishing what reprimands, lectures and ‘consequences’ might
not have accomplished.
Along these lines, Rabbi Mordechai Palgon, Principal of Yeshiva
Toras Chaim of North Miami Beach, FL, (a high school) reports31 : “We
do not have to deal with too much hutzpah at all any more. Remember
my first faxes to you ?32 ”
Warm good wishes for hatzlahah rabbah are extended to risk-takers
such as those cited above who are willing to try the approaches recommended in this article when more conventional approaches don’t seem
to work. They are invited to share their experiences with others – both
successes and failures – by contacting the author.
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Mount Gerizim and the “curse” to be declared on Mount Eival (Devarim
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